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How is ESG 
impacting P&C 
insurers and what 
role should actuaries 
play?
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Agenda for Today’s 
Discussion
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• What is ESG and why should 
insurers care?

• Key climate change Risks & 
types of climate change related 
models

• P&C insurance example
• Greenhouse gas quantification
• Life insurance example
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ESG basics & why it matters to insurers
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Material topics for Insurance, per MSCI
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What is ESG and which topics are important for insurers?
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There is growing pressure on insurance companies to respond to 
ESG matters from a range of stakeholders

5

• Corporate vision, mission and values
• Management ESG ‘tone from the top’
• Proposition and business model 

(e.g. ESG growth opportunities)

Internal drivers Employees
• ESG will be a significant lever for talent 

management given changing employee 
attitudes towards the purpose of work

• Research shows that employee satisfaction 
drives higher productivity and is positively 
correlated with shareholder returns

Regulators
• Regulators are requiring that insurers embed 

climate-related risks within risk management 
frameworks

• Increased SEC rulemaking and enforcement 
expected around human capital and climate 
related disclosures

• NYDFS has released new climate-related 
supervisory expectations to regulated insurers

Customers (Employers)

• Increasing demand for ESG-compliant insurance 
products, investments and related disclosures, 
particularly from institutional clients

• Demand is likely to grow across all insurance 
lines (beyond investment-linked products)

Shareholders

• Institutional investors are putting pressure on 
companies to act on climate change

• Companies that do not meet standards risk 
potential reputational impacts, which may 
increase in frequency and severity

Customers (Participants)

• ~73% of millennials are altering their buying habits 
with the environment in mind

• As plan participants, these investors are increasingly 
including ESG as a consideration for investment 
selections

Value chain partners
• Brokers and reinsurers will increasingly 

assess insurers’ ESG policies as part of 
partnership due diligence checks

• Insurers that do not respond to ESG 
adequately risk narrower partnership 
opportunities across the value chain
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ESG and the regulatory timeline

➔ SEC releases Risk Alert on 
ESG investing review

2020 2021Oct

➔ NYDFS sends letter to 
regulated banks on 
climate-related expectations, 
likely to factor into 2021 
supervision

➔ SEC Commissioner statement 
encouraging climate-related rulemaking 
and alignment to TCFD

Key SEC TreasuryFederal
Reserve

States + 
others

➔ Federal Reserve joins the Network 
for Greening the Financial System 
(NGFS)

➔ Federal Reserve taps 
Kevin Stiroh to lead the 
Supervision Climate 
Committee 

➔ FRB forms both a “Supervision Climate 
Committee” and “Financial Stability Climate 
Committee” (FSCC) to identify, address, and 
assess climate-related risks

Nov Dec

➔ Federal Reserve highlights 
impact of climate-related risks 
in Financial Stability Report

➔ SEC Climate Subcommittee releases 
potential recommendations ahead of 
SEC rulemaking discussions

➔ NYDFS sends letter to 
regulated insurers on 
climate-related supervisory 
expectations

➔ CFTC releases Managing 
Climate Risk in the U.S. 
Financial System

Jan Feb Mar Apr

FRB FRB

SEC SEC

CFTC

NYDFS NYDFS

WH

Treas

NYDFS

FRB

SEC
➔ SEC appoints Satyam 

Khanna as Senior Policy 
Advisor for Climate and 
ESG

➔ US rejoins Paris Agreement
➔ Executive Order on climate finance 

to Secretary of State and 
Treasury

March 2021
➔ NYDFS published guidance 

on managing the financial 
risks from climate change

FRB

SEC
➔ SEC announces 2021 examination priorities 

with focus on business continuity plans 
related to climate change

➔ SEC forms Climate and ESG Task Force to 
identify related misconduct and current 
disclosure gaps related to climate risks

➔ White House hosts Climate Summit 
and releases Climate Finance Plan 

➔ Treasury announces Climate Hub focused on: (1) climate 
transition finance, (2) climate-related policy, (3) climate-related 
financial risks

➔ Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen  pledges to work with the SEC on 
review of climate disclosures and advocates for TCFD-alignment

➔ Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
(BCBS) published two foundational reports on 
climate-related risks to the financial system and 
measurement methodologies

WH

Treas

➔ Janet Yellen outlines plans for a 
Treasury team to examine climate 
risks

BCBS

➔ European Commission published proposal for a Corporate 
Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) that could impact 
European subsidiaries of US companies

European Commission

https://www.sec.gov/files/esg-risk-alert.pdf
https://www.dfs.ny.gov/industry_guidance/industry_letters/il20201029_climate_change_financial_risks
https://www.sec.gov/news/speech/lee-playing-long-game-110520
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20201215a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/bcreg20201215a.htm
https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/news/aboutthefed/2021/20210125
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/brainard20210323a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/financial-stability-report-20200515.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/potential-recommendations-of-the-esg-subcommittee-12012020.pdf
https://www.dfs.ny.gov/reports_and_publications/press_releases/pr202009221
https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/9-9-20%20Report%20of%20the%20Subcommittee%20on%20Climate-Related%20Market%20Risk%20-%20Managing%20Climate%20Risk%20in%20the%20U.S.%20Financial%20System%20for%20posting.pdf
https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/9-9-20%20Report%20of%20the%20Subcommittee%20on%20Climate-Related%20Market%20Risk%20-%20Managing%20Climate%20Risk%20in%20the%20U.S.%20Financial%20System%20for%20posting.pdf
https://www.cftc.gov/sites/default/files/2020-09/9-9-20%20Report%20of%20the%20Subcommittee%20on%20Climate-Related%20Market%20Risk%20-%20Managing%20Climate%20Risk%20in%20the%20U.S.%20Financial%20System%20for%20posting.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-20
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/01/20/paris-climate-agreement/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/27/executive-order-on-tackling-the-climate-crisis-at-home-and-abroad/
https://www.dfs.ny.gov/system/files/documents/2021/03/proposed_ins_climate_guidance_2021_public_comment_1.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-39
https://www.sec.gov/news/press-release/2021-42
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/U.S.-International-Climate-Finance-Plan-4.22.21-Updated-Spacing.pdf?source=email
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0134
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0139
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d517.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d518.pdf
https://www.finance.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Dr%20Janet%20Yellen%20Senate%20Finance%20Committee%20QFRs%2001%2021%202021.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/law/210421-proposal-corporate-sustainability-reporting_en.pdf
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What are the key Climate Change Risks and how should climate 
change be incorporated at a P&C insurer?
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Unpacking climate change: physical & transition risks 

If we do not contain climate change, physical risks will 
materialize.

01 More Physical Risks

If we embark on a transition path, transition risks will 
materialize. An orderly transition is preferred over an 
abrupt and disorderly transition.

02 More Transition Risks

Drought Floods and 
higher sea level

Heat Extreme 
weather events

Wind

Technological 
innovation

Climate law & 
regulation

Market Reputation
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General industry approach to climate change risk management and 
scenario testing

In the marketplace, we observe insurers 
conducting a comprehensive risk 
assessment of the risks to its business from 
climate change. This typically covers both 
transition risks and physical risks. Such a risk 
assessment may include:
a. High/Medium/Low assessment of the 

business across risks types, investments, 
products and key assumptions 

b. Isolating the top 5 risks to the business and 
measuring their impact accordingly

This risk assessment is used to inform the 
scenario testing exercise.

Insurers may perform scenario testing 
exercises after completion of the risk 
assessment; these typically focus on three 
specific areas of an insurer’s business:
1. Asset portfolio

– Calculate the impact of climate change on 
the investments held under different 
climate change scenarios and time 
horizons

2. Underwriting portfolio
– Stress the key assumptions and processes 

used to understand and manage 
accumulations and exposure

3. Operational impact
– Assess the operational impact of 

extreme/intensifying weather events on 
corporate locations and employee homes

Where possible, companies may seek to 
leverage existing scenario testing 
framework to streamline this process.

Insurers may assess how the results of the risk 
assessment and scenario testing exercise 
integrate into the business, specifically 
considering:
a. Governance framework
b. Risk management processes
c. Business strategy
d. Integration into ESG or other disclosures

Risk assessment Scenario testing Business integration
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Ways to implement the risks of climate change into ERM framework

Option 1: Recognize climate change risk is a 
key risk similar to insurance, market and 
credit risks

Option 2: Recognize climate change affects 
financial risks as well as non financial risks 
such as operational risk

Option 3: Recognize climate change could fit 
into a company’s risk management framework 
as a new sub-risk category under an existing 
key risk category

Credit Market Insurance Operational Other Key 
Risks

Climate 
Change 

(Option 1)

Fixed income 
investment risk Interest rate risk Premium risk Fraud risk

Climate 
Change risk 
(Option 3)

Reinsurance 
counterparty risk Equity risk Catastrophe risk Process risk

Other 
subcategories 
as applicable

Other 
subcategories 
as applicable

Other 
subcategories 
as applicable

Other 
subcategories 
as applicable

Climate Change 
(Option 2)
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Key considerations for the integration of climate change into 
underwriting operations and scenario testing
Companies should consider the following 
questions:
• How do I expect climate change to affect my 

key risk metrics in different locations and 
what calculation mechanism should I use to 
assess this?

• What would my current exposures look like 
when adjusted to take into account the effect 
of climate change in a 2C or 4C global 
warming scenario at different time horizons?

• How should I adjust my underwriting/
pricing today to allow me to transition to my 
target portfolio incorporating climate change 
factors?

• How should I incorporate expected climate 
related change into my reinsurance strategy 
and reinsurance credit risk analysis?
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Polling Question 1:  What area(s) of climate change risk 
management are actuaries involved in at your organization?

1. Assessment and quantification

2. Management

3. Strategy

4. Reporting

5. Other

6. My company is not involving actuaries
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Case Study - integration of climate change into natural 
catastrophe modeling

3
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Physical risk example: Deep dive on changes to hurricane 
manifestations due to climate change
• Catastrophe models used by most insurers today 

are calibrated to generate losses expected over a 
1-5 year time horizon (depending on the 
model/peril) and do not allow for the effect of 
climate change on the frequency and severity of 
weather events

• Hurricanes are subject to three primary climate 
change related influences:
1. Warmer sea surface temperatures could intensify 

tropical storm wind speeds, potentially delivering 
more damage if they make landfall. This could 
result in more category 4 and 5 landfalling 
storms,
and lead to hurricane windspeeds increasing by 
up to 10%.

2. Sea level rise is likely to make future coastal 
storms more damaging, as storm surge events 
occur more frequently as hurricanes push sea 
water inland.

3. Hurricane are expected to track north more 
frequently due to expanding tropics because of 
higher global average temperatures.

14

https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/global-warming-and-hurricanes/
https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/global-warming-and-hurricanes/
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/AR5_SYR_FINAL_SPM.pdf
https://science2017.globalchange.gov/chapter/9/
https://science2017.globalchange.gov/chapter/9/
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How can the results of catastrophe models be adjusted to allow for 
climate change impacts: “Bottom up adjustment” (1 of 2)

Analyze literature 
to understand 
climate impacts 
on frequency and 
severity of 
landfalling events 
under different 
climate scenarios

1

3 Subsample by 
extracting seasons 
from the existing 
catalog that
are likely to occur in 
a warmer climate, 
to hit landfalling 
frequency targets

4 Recalculate 
aggregate loss 
statistics using 
pre simulated 
parent loss 
catalogue 

Use literature 
review to create 
landfalling event 
frequency targets

2

Lead to an aggregate increase in modeled losses by 
20% by 2050Population

2

8

5

10

Sample

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

15

0% Change

0% Change
15% Change

25% Change

35% Change

2% 1% 0.40% 0.20% 0.10%

Exceedance probability

AIR has used a subsampling method to adjust the frequency of landfalling hurricanes and create a new collection of simulated hurricane seasons to 
reflect a future climate.

Lo
ss

 ($
M

)
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2

How can the results of catastrophe models be adjusted to allow for 
climate change impacts: “Bottom up adjustment” (2 of 2)

Derive projections of changes in the annual 
seasonal 95th percentiles of daily 
maximum precipitation under different 
climate scenarios and time horizons

Reweight the years in the YLT such that 
the projected future distribution of 
precipitation for the scenario is suitably 
matched by the modeled distribution 
across the corresponding reweighted set of 
simulated years

Recalculate aggregate loss statistics using 
pre simulated parent loss catalogue 

16

RMS reweights the simulated years in its Year Loss Table (“YLT”) for European Flood based on the seasonal change in the 95th percentile of daily 
maximum precipitation under climate change scenarios

1 3

Event ID Rate Mean Sdi Sdc Exposure

1 .10 500 500 500 10,000

2 .10 300 400 800 5,000

3 .50 200 300 400 4,000

2050 2090
AAL RP 200 AAL RP 200

Lower Bound (RCP2.6) +34% +31% +33% +31%

Upper Bound (RCP8.5) +75% +66% +264% +161%
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How can the results of catastrophe models be adjusted to allow for 
climate change impacts: “Top down adjustment”

Projected wind speed change for lower, 
middle and upper percentiles (%)

Power-law relationship between wind 
speed and economic loss (indicated by 
“value of a” showing the strength in 
relationship)

Scaling factors based on change in wind 
speed related damage due to climate 
change/climate change and socio-economic 
change

(Ratio) Future loss amount due to change tropical 
cyclone frequency and intensity

(Financial impact)

Projected tropical cyclone frequency 
change for lower, middle and upper 
percentile (%)

Loss amount from current AEP curve at 
different return periods

(Financial impact)Climate 
data input

Insurance 
data input

Analysis 
and output

Key:

Diagram shows illustrative calculation logic based on frequency/intensity only, for tropical cyclones 

17

UNEP FI calculates scaling factors based on available scientific data to scale the AEP curve at different return periods
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Greenhouse Gas quantification

4
18
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Production and consumption of energy
• An activity that generates GHG 

emissions, such as gallons of gasoline 
consumed from company cars 

• Data collected as physical units 
(gallons) or energy units (kWh)

An EF is used to calculate the GHG 
emissions for a given source, relative to 
units of activity

For example, eGRID EF for electricity use 
in the NPCC New England sub region 
indicate that for every MWh of electricity 
consumed, 563.7 lbs. of CO2e are emitted.

Energy consumption / Activity data Global Warming Potential (GWP)

Greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and others, are gases in Earth’s atmosphere that trap heat. 
They let sunlight pass through the atmosphere, but they prevent the heat that the sunlight brings from leaving the atmosphere.

Excessive GHG emissions lead to unnatural warming

Greenhouse gas emissions: What are they? Let’s decode GHG

• Developed to allow comparisons of the 
global warming impacts of different gases

• The larger the GWP the more that a given 
gas warms the Earth 

Base energy consumption data x EF x GWP = GHG emissions (CO2e)

Emission factor (EF)

Source: WRI GHG protocol & EPA

CO2 CH4 N20

GWP

28-36 

265- 298 

1

19
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The GHG Protocol

Companies reporting on GHG emissions typically follow the guidance set forth in the GHG Protocol, which was developed by World Resources 
Institute (WRI) with the vision to harmonize GHG accounting and reporting standards internationally to drive consistent approaches to GHG accounting 
globally. The GHG Protocol accomplished this by establishing comprehensive global standardized frameworks to measure and manage GHG 
emissions from private and public sector operations, value chains and mitigation actions

Source: WRI GHG protocol

20
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An overview of GHG emissions

21

Upstream activities Company Downstream activities 

Scope 2
Indirect

Scope 3
Indirect

Scope 3
Indirect

Scope 1
Direct

Purchased goods 
& services

Capital 
goods

Fuel & 
Energy

Transport & 
Distribution

Waste from 
operations

Business 
travel

Employee 
commuting

Leased 
assets

Leased 
assets

Purchased 
electricity, 

steam, 
heating & 
cooling for 
own use 

Company 
facilities

Company 
vehicles

Transport & 
Distribution

Processing 
of sold 

products

Use of sold 
product End-of-life treatment 

of sold products
Franchises Investments

All other indirect emissions from 
activities of an organization, occurring 
from sources that they do not own or 
control. 

These are usually the greatest share of 
the carbon footprint, covering emissions 
associated with procurement, transport & 
distribution, product use, and product end 
of life. 

These also can be the most challenging to 
address.

Scope 3
All direct emissions from the activities of 
an organization or under their control. 
Including fuel combustion on site such as 
gas boilers, fleet vehicles, and 
air-conditioning leaks.

Scope 1

Indirect emissions from electricity 
purchased and used by the organization.  
Emissions are created during the 
production of the energy and eventually 
used by the organization.

Scope 2
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• Completeness and accuracy of sources of emissions (e.g., fugitives, 
back-up generators)

• Cutoff (12 months of data) 
• Estimations/extrapolations and gap filling methodologies
• Emission/conversion factors
• Calculation errors
• Appropriate application of RECs and offsets
• Lack of key controls around GHG data
• Reports and systems used for data collection and consolidation

• Data governance 
• Automated vs manual calculations
• Trending of data year-over-year
• Reviewing emission factors annually
• Assumption log
• Metric protocols & established quality assurance procedures

GHG risks

Typical risks and challenges clients face when calculating 
GHG metrics include:

Recommended risk mitigation upgrades 
(non-exhaustive list):

22
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Polling Question 2: What activities do you think are most important for 
P&C insurers as they think about ESG integration?

1. Climate change risk assessment

2. Climate change investment scenario analysis

3. Climate change underwriting scenario analysis

4. “Green” product design / strategy

5. GHG quantification
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Case Study - risk assessment and scenario testing at a life 
insurer

5
24
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We worked with a life insurer to support their climate change 
integration journey, starting with a TCFD gap assessment

25

Client’s 
challenge

A US based life insurance client wanted to release their first TCFD report including a robust scenario analysis of their 
underwriting and investment portfolio to show stakeholders their commitment to ESG. This was their first TCFD report, and they 
wanted guidance on how to write the report, where their gaps were, and what risks they faced due to climate change.

• We completed a TCFD gap analysis and risk assessment, to support the client in identifying gaps against the TCFD framework 
which needed to be remediated prior to their first TCFD report

• We laid out the PRA expectations and highlighted what would need to be done outside of the TCFD to comply with the PRA
• Our risk assessment laid out impact pathways for both high and low risk GHG scenarios, showing what assumptions in 

material products would be impacted due to climate change
• Our scenario analyses supported the client’s understanding of the potential impact of climate change on their investments and 

underwriting portfolio under different climate change scenarios 

PwC 
solution

The client was able to use our deliverables to guide them in drafting their first TCFD report and complying with PRA 
expectations. They gained valuable insights on areas of their business that were vulnerable to climate change and thought 
through mitigation strategies that would protect their business.

Outcome 
/ impact
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We performed a gap assessment to understand the current state and 
gaps to prioritize against the TCFD recommendations

26

1. Assessment of current state and 
conduct gap assessment

2. Qualitative risk 
assessment across all of 
business functions 

3. Scenario analysis exercise 
of priority components of 
investments/UW portfolio

4. Recommendations for next 
steps and review of draft 
TCFD report

Sample conclusions from our gap assessment:

• While disclosure gaps existed within all TCFD 
categories, there is a solid foundation for a 
robust 2021 TCFD Disclosure

• There are many narratives from across the 
business which were discussed through 
the interview process that can be used to 
showcase the current response to 
climate-related risks and opportunities 

• There are 5 recommended actions that 
should be prioritized within the upcoming 
months to be prepared for the initial TCFD 
Report, including a risk assessment and a 
scenario analysis that will be performed in the 
future
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Our risk assessment helped the Company to identify the key risks 
they were subject to from climate change over time

27

1. Assessment of current state and 
conduct gap assessment

2. Qualitative risk 
assessment across all 
business functions 

3. Scenario analysis exercise 
of priority components of 
investments/UW portfolio

4. Recommendations for next 
steps and review of draft 
TCFD report
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We carried out a detailed scenario testing exercise across both their 
investments and underwriting portfolio

28

1. Assessment of current state and 
conduct gap assessment

2. Qualitative risk 
assessment across all 
business functions 

3. Scenario analysis exercise 
of priority components of 
investments/UW portfolio

4. Recommendations for next 
steps and review of draft 
TCFD report

Investment portfolio analysis: Underwriting portfolio analysis:

Analyze key driving 
assumptions

Create realistic climate 
scenarios

Stress cashflows and 
recalculate metrics

The analysis of assumptions underlying both the 
investment and underwriting portfolios is an 
exercise that is actuarial in nature!
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